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Project Overview:
Hi, I’m Alexa Gregson-Kenmuir, a lecturer on the BA (Hons) Publishing course at UCLan.
I love publishing and wanted to tell you some more about it. Publishing is the business of making
books. To work with books is to work with magic. Books have the power to change lives, be of cultural
and social significance, and offer escapism into other worlds and adventures! Did you know that
reading for pleasure every day, for just 20 minutes, can help with the following: reducing stress and
anxiety levels, having better mental health, developing our emotional intelligence and can improve
academic attainment. From a professional point of view, there is nothing as exciting as seeing a book
that you have had some part to play in being stocked in a book shop or online.
One of the most important aspects of making a book is to create the cover. This is because people do
judge a book by its cover. There is a supposed '10 second rule' that says a potential customer picks
up a book, looks at the front of the cover, then at the back and then the first page all within that short
time span. After doing this they then make the decision as to whether they buy it, read on a bit more,
or put it back on the shelf. So, it’s really important that publishers catch their potential customers with a
really well designed cover!

What you will need:
• Paper, ruler, scissors, sellotape/glue
• Felt tips or colouring pencils
• Household items (e.g. tin foil)

What skills will this project enhance?
• This exercise is creative but also practical, giving you skills to start to think about how you might
package a book ready for retailing.
• Commercial awareness, to help you to start to think about what makes people buy books and
hooking them in with your design, making the cover stand out.
• The depth of thought (and attention to detail) to think about getting the cover the best it can be and
representing the book well (you would also want to design a cover that makes the author very happy).
• Writing skills! Being able to sum up a whole story into a few short sentences that sells the book.

Your Brief:
Your task: Create a cover for a book.
Think about your favourite book or the last book that you read. Go and look at it (you can do this
online or go to your bookshelf).
Consider the following:
• The genre
• The story
• Important parts of the book
• Important characters
• Key themes
• Imagery
Look at the cover of your chosen book and think about how your book sums up the whole story with
the design on that front cover. If you want to see examples of the books UCLan has published (we
have a publishing business on site) then go here: https://uclanpublishing.com/books/
Part One:
The publisher wants to reprint this book with a new cover. How are you going to design it? Please
draw out a template (there are plenty of examples on Google images of book cover templates). You
don’t need to be a great artist but do ensure you think about where you are going to position
everything on the cover so that you are showing off the book to its best. Think about making it in
keeping with similar books within the genre. You can get creative and use foil for shiny lettering for the
title or using googly eyes for a fun and interactive element to help your cover stand out.
Part Two:
If you really love designing the cover then you might also really like writing the blurb (this is the bit of
text on the back of the book that sums up the story). Using the guide below, have a go at rewriting the
blurb:
• Include the main character(s).
• Include the main plot point(s) of the story.
• Think about what the hooks are (the best and most exciting bits of the story which hook you in).
• Avoid using characters with long names, too many locations, long explanations, mention of subplots
or dialogue.
• End with a cliff hanger.
• Keep it simple and keep it short.
• Sum up the story quickly and enticingly.
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